Wind and the Football

Pass Direction
Whether a pass is forward or backward is determined by the initial direction the ball is thrown.
  - Quarterback throws forward pass into a stiff wind, but wind blows back the ball, where it hits the ground—incomplete forward pass.

Free Kick—Case Book 6.1.7 Situation B
When a free kick penetrates R’s free kick line in flight, it is considered to have gone the required 10 yards. If strong wind blows ball back past 50 yard line the ball is still considered to have gone 10 yards.

Scrimmage Kicks
If a Team K’s punt is high and a strong wind blows it back in or behind the neutral zone—the ball is deemed to not have crossed the neutral zone. Team K may catch or recover the scrimmage kick in or behind the neutral zone and advance.
If the punt touches beyond the neutral zone and rebounds behind the neutral zone untouched by Team R or Team K the ball is deemed not to have been beyond the neutral zone.

Field Goals/Extra Point Kicks—Case Book 8.4.1 Situation A
For a scoring kick to be successful, the entire ball must pass completely over the cross bar and completely between the inside edges of the uprights. Once that has been accomplished, the kick is successful even if it is blown back into the end zone. It doesn’t matter if the ball comes back above or below the crossbar.

Video Review
With the help of SDHSAA coaches and Mark Smith of Pierre, the SDHSAA is working on compiling a video review of unique plays and situations.
The SDHSAA is hoping the plays will allow discussion areas of mechanics, crew communication and rules study with football officials on high school mechanics and rules.
The plays are not meant to pick on any one official, crew or team. These plays are meant to be a learning tool to help promote what we all want to see from our officials.
Take ideas from these plays that you find helpful and apply them to your football officiating game. This week’s video plays:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_2Rr5HBJfa
Extending the Period

Time Must Expire During The Down

Any down during which time expires *and* there is an accepted penalty that does not include a “loss of down” as part of the penalty creates a situation where an untimed down is played. The foul can be on either the offense or the defense – it does not matter.

For example, if the clock ran out during a play in which a touchdown is scored, and there is a foul by Team A during the scoring play, then when Team B accepts the penalty to nullify the score, the down would then be replayed, except under certain circumstances (loss of down penalty, etc.), as an untimed down.

A period shall be extended by an untimed down if one of the following occurred during a down in which time expires:

- There was a foul, other than unsportsmanlike or nonplayer, and the penalty is accepted
- There was a double (offsetting) fouls
- There was an inadvertent whistle
- There was a touchdown scored, the try is attempted unless the touchdown is scored during the last down of the fourth period and the points would not affect the outcome of the game

A period is not extended by an untimed down if one of the following occurred during a down in which time expires:

- The defense fouls during a successful try/field goal and the offended team accepts the results of the play with enforcement of the penalty from the succeeding spot
- There is a foul that specifies loss of down and the penalty is accepted
- The score is cancelled event of an accepted penalty that specifies a loss of down
- There was a foul by either team and the penalty is accepted for unsportsmanlike fouls, non-player fouls (live-ball fouls treated as dead-ball fouls)
- Fouls for which enforcement result in a safety

If a foul occurs before or during an untimed down, it is treated the same as if it occurred during the last timed down of the period. There could be multiple untimed downs.

Break the Huddle

It is not a foul for Team A to break the huddle with 12 players as long as any replaced player begins to leave the field within three seconds of arrival of his substitute. A player who is being replaced is allowed three seconds to acknowledge that by starting to leave the offensive or defensive huddle and continuing to his team area.

A replaced player is one that has been notified by a substitute that he is to leave the field. The replaced player needs to continue to his team area. The three second notification does not pertain as to how long it takes the replaced player to reach his team area. The replaced player only needs to be in his team box area before the ball is snapped.

High School Rule Differences from NCAA/NFL Rules

- There is no such thing as an “uncatchable” ball under high school rules in regards to offensive or defensive pass interference. If there is illegal contact, whether or not the ball was catchable, it is a foul. For pass interference, there must be contact for a foul to occur; face-guarding with no contact is no longer a foul.
• On extra point plays, if the defense gains possession, the try is over. The defense cannot return the ball for 2 points. Also, if the holder is to throw or flip the ball to another player on an extra point play, the holder must rise so that his knee is off the ground.

• The only fouls that result in an automatic first down are: roughing the passer, roughing the kicker, roughing the snapper and roughing the placekick holder. Personal fouls do not result in automatic first downs under high school rules! Remember that defensive pass interference does not result in an automatic first down….only a 15 yard (or half the distance) penalty.

• Punts and field goals attempts are treated the same way under high school rules. If a long field attempt comes up short and goes out of bounds at the 10 yard line, the defense gets possession of the ball, 1st and 10 at the 10 yard line.

• Under high school rules, whenever a kick (kickoff, punt or field goal) breaks the plane of the goal line, the ball is dead immediately. No kick of any kind can be returned once the ball breaks the plane of the goal line.

• Know that high school football has a targeting rule. Any player guilty of a targeting foul can also be ejected if the act is judged to be flagrant. Targeting under high school rules does not require an automatic ejection; officials determine whether or not the act was flagrant.

---

**The Use Of Eye Shade**

The use of eye shade must be worn as a single, solid stroke under the eye. There shall be no numbers, words, logos, symbols or other detail located in the eye shade. The eye shade shall not extend below the cheek bone and extend no further than the width of the eye socket.

Players having eye shade that does not meet the standard are to be removed before participation in the game and not allowed to return until the issue has been corrected.

---

**Back Judges**

Starting position of back judge should be 10-12 yards wider than and 2-3 yards behind the deepest defensive back/kick returner in a punting situation. The back judge must maintain a “cushion” with the punt receiver(s) to observe first touching, blind side blocks, and blocks in the back.

Back Judges do not be in a hurry to hustle to the dead ball spot. As the back judge you may miss fouls because you are too concerned with the dropping your bean bag. Simply throw your bean bag and continue to watch the action.

---

**Wing Officials**

Ask yourself after each down if you know the down and distance for the next down. After the play wings need to come-on-to the field to maintain a “cushion” from the pile when space permits to observe dead ball action.

Two situations when the Wings must hustle into the pile: Close plays at the goal line and close to a 1st down.
Position of the Ball

If the ball DOES NOT break the plane of the goal line the receiver can advance the kick or the kicking team can down the kick. The key is the ball not the position of the receiver or kicking team member. That is why the back judge on punts or referee on kick offs need to straddle goal line to get the best position to look at this play.

Unlike other levels of play, the position of the ball and not a player’s feet determine whether or not the ball has broken the plane of the goal line. The situation is most often seen when a Team K player is trying to down a scrimmage kick before it reaches the end zone and results in a touchback.

Victory Formation Mechanics

If winning team Head Coach informs officials we are “going to take a knee” as the opponent is out of team Time Outs.

Officials need to pinch in close. Referee/Umpire: Inform Team A and Team B that Team A will take a knee—nothing rough. Quarterback has protection once his team indicates he will take a knee. Referee informs quarterback he MUST take a knee ASAP – NO fakes.

The referee needs to tell both teams to “defend themselves and play football.

Fair Catch: Invalid, Valid Signals

Any receiver may signal for a fair catch while any kick is in flight. This applies to both free and scrimmage kicks. When a receiver gives a fair catch signal, he is requesting protection in exchange for forfeiting the right of his team to advance.

A valid fair-catch signal is made by a player of Team R when he extends and laterally waves only one arm at full arm’s length above his head and waving it from side to side. The rule doesn’t specify how many waves are required.

An invalid signal is any signal that is not a valid one, such as a chest-high flick of the hand, a quick wave-off motion like that of an outfielder calling for a fly ball, a limp wave, partially extending and waving one hand in front of the face or chest or fully extending and laterally waving both hands above the head. An invalid fair-catch signal also is one which is made after the kick touched a receiver or is made after the kick touched the ground.

When a receiver shades his eyes during a kick, he must do so with a bent arm and without waving so it cannot be interpreted as an invalid signal. A player commits a foul by giving an invalid signal, and the penalty is five yards.

The receiver loses his protection if he muffs the ball. It does not matter if he still has a chance to complete the catch after the muff; he may be legally contacted immediately.

If, after a receiver signals, a catch is made by a teammate, it is not a fair catch, but the ball becomes dead. That also applies if the signal is not valid. Contacting a receiver who has given an invalid signal is not a foul unless the contact is judged to be unnecessary roughness or some other type of personal foul. The ball becomes dead as soon as the kick is caught or recovered.

An illegal signal can only be given by a runner—a player in possession of the ball. The ball remains live after an illegal signal is given. The penalty is five yards enforced from the spot of the foul.
Question 1: Player R21 signals for a fair catch while the kick is in-flight and the ball (a) strikes R21’s chest and ricochets into the air directly above him; or (b) lands five yards in front of him and he moves to recover the ball. In both cases, Player K55 then blocks R21 out of the way before anyone touches the ball. Is block by K55 legal?

Question 2: Fourth and 10 from Team K’s 20 yard line. At the snap, Team K is flagged for an illegal formation. K1’s punt is caught by R2 at the 50 yard line and returned to Team K’s 40 yard line. Where is the penalty enforced?

Question 3: Fourth and seven, K38, in position to punt while standing at his own seven-yard line, muffles the snap from center. To prevent Team R from recovering the ball, K38 kicks the ball backwards and out of the end zone. Is there a foul for an illegal kick?

Question 4: K1 punts and R2 signals for a fair catch. R3 catches the ball and is immediately tackled cleanly by K4. R3 fumbles when hit and the ball is recovered by K5. Does Team K get to keep possession of the football?

Question 5: With fourth and four from R’s 40-yard line, K1 punts. The kick is bounding near R’s goal line and K2, in an attempt to keep it from penetrating the plane of the goal line, bats the ball at the 2-yard line back towards his own goal line. What is the ruling on the bat by K2?

Question 6: Fourth and three on the 50-yard line. At Team R’s 20 yard line, Player R41 gives an invalid fair catch signal while the punt is in flight well downfield. R41 then catches the kick at Team R’s 15 yard line. What is the enforcement?

Question 7: From a fourth down punt formation, Player K49 receives the snap and under a heavy rush, eludes tacklers, runs beyond the neutral zone and punts the ball. Is this a legal play?

Question 8: With about a minute remaining in the first half, Team A is deep in their own territory facing third and long. With the clock running, Player A66 commits a false start. When will the clock start after the penalty?

Question 9: Third and goal at the Team B’s two yard line with five seconds left in the fourth period and Team A trailing by five points. Player A10 runs to Team B’s one-foot line and is tackled there. After Player A10 is down, Player B20 piles on. Time for the period expired during the down. Is fourth period extended for one play?

Question 10: R22 catches a kick and while running with the ball at his 20-yard line gives a fair-catch signal. All Team K players react by stepping aside and R22 advances for a touchdown. Does the touchdown count?

Football Officials Or Coaches Concerns

- If you have any play situations during your games that officials statewide should know about to help them become better officials, please send plays to be included in weekly bulletins.
- If you have questions about rule interpretation, please forward your concerns to buck.timmins@k12.sd.us or call me at 605-996-1483 (home) or 605-933-1493 (cell).
- If you have any questions or comments about any information you will receive this football season—please forward your concern to me.
Quiz Answers

Ruling 1: Legal in both cases. In (a), once R21 muffs the kick, he may be contacted. In (b), R21’s protection ended when the kick struck the ground.

Ruling 2: Team R may have the five-yard penalty enforced from the previous spot, or have the penalty enforced from the end of R2’s run.

Ruling 3: The result of the play is a safety (Team R declines penalty). It is illegal to kick a loose ball. If the player muffs the snap and kicks the ball while it is on the ground, you have a backward pass and a foul for illegally kicking the ball. Team R may accept the penalty, which would be enforced half-the-distance to the goal from the spot of the foul with fourth down replayed. If the ball is inadvertently kicked in an attempt to obtain possession, it is a muff and not a foul.

Ruling 4: The ball became dead when caught by R3. Regardless of when the whistle was blown, R3 fumbled a dead ball and there cannot be a recovery by Team K. Team K does NOT retain possession of the football as they recovered a dead ball.

Ruling 5: The bat by K2 is legal because it occurred beyond the neutral zone. Official should drop bean bag at 2-yard line--spot of first touching

Ruling 6: The ball is dead when possessed by any player. The five yard penalty is assessed under post-scrimmage kick enforcement rules. Team R’s ball, first and 10 on Team R’s 10 yard line.

Ruling 7: Player K49 is guilty of an illegal kick, but this is not illegality kicking the ball. The ball remains in play and is treated as a fumble. The 10-yard penalty can only be enforced from the spot of the foul/end of the run. Succeeding spot of enforcement is not available because the action did not occur during a legal scrimmage kick; it happened during a running play.

Ruling 8: The clock normally starts on the ready since the foul was the only reason for stopping it. Team B may choose to have the clock started on the snap.

Ruling 9: The game is over and Team B wins. The penalty for B20’s foul cannot extend the period because it was a dead-ball foul.

Ruling 10: The ball correctly remained live during the play. However, R22 gave an illegal fair-catch signal. The penalty will be accepted. The penalty is five yards enforced from the spot of the foul and results in Team R’s ball first and 10 at the spot of the signal.

Enforce The Restricted Area Beginning With
The Opening Kickoff!!!